MAKE LIFE-SAVING DECISIONS FASTER
Making real-time law enforcement decisions saves lives — for both those in need and first responders. Black Box provides visual communication solutions that help public safety agencies respond faster and make better decisions. Our offerings enable real-time viewing of in-car cameras, body-worn cameras and CCTV resources, which:

CREATE A COMMON OPERATING PICTURE THROUGH SHARED VISUALIZATION WITH MULTIPLE AGENCIES
PROMOTE MULTI-AGENCY COLLABORATION TO HELP IMPROVE SAFETY

FASTER RESPONSE
SHARING AND COLLABORATION
REAL-TIME VISUALIZATION
REMOTE SHARING AND CONTROL

VIDEO WALLS
Create flexible visualization with a virtual canvas across multiple displays, and share to remote users.

KVM SWITCHING AND EXTENSION
Connect users to critical computing resources located in secure environments.

DESKTOP SWITCHING
Access all computers with a single keyboard and mouse with no switching delay.

TOUCH-PANEL CONTROL
Control video content with a simple user interface.
It's amazing what the cloud can do for public safety. For example, with the right resources, content from a video wall in Atlanta can be shared and displayed instantly on a wall in Marietta, Ga.

Black Box offers solutions that enable seamless communication between remote devices and locations. Mirroring that information in multiple places is ideal for 911 operators and first responders as they work together to ensure safety.

**BENEFITS OF CLOUD-BASED COMMUNICATION**

1. Increase responsiveness and desktop space with keyboard, video and mouse solutions. Route the information from a computer monitor directly to a video wall.

2. Improve situational awareness and collaboration by displaying sources from CCTV, body-worn cameras, in-vehicle dash cams, and physical and virtual computer sources.

3. Share and visualize information across multiple sites for more effective partnership and disaster recovery.